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NOTICE FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST GRADE II 
Advertisement Number: R/MT(VARIOUS)/02/2021 DATED: 21/01/2021 

No 
In continuation with the previous notice vide Memo No 571/WBHRB/Advt.(Notice)/2021 dated 11.03.2022, attention is drawn to the 
following points to the candidates for the post of MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST GRADE II (Advertisement Number: R/MT(VARIOUS)/02/2021 DATED: 21/01/2021). 

1. The date has been extended up to 29.03.2022 (1 pm) for uploading the 
relevant documents of the aforesaid examination and filling up relevant 
information on the website (www.wbhrb.in ) for the same post. The 
candidates are required to upload the relevant documents of the aforesaid 
examination and fill up relevant information on the website 
(www.wbhrb.in) from 15.03.2022(1pm) to 29.03.2022(1 pm). 

2. Main advertisement needs to be followed while filling up relevant 
information/uploading relevant documents.

3. The other condition will remain same as it was published in the notice vide 
No 571/wBHRB/Advt. (Notice)/2021 dated 11.03.2022 for uploading the 
relevant documents of the aforesaid examination and filling up relevant 
information on the website (www.wbhrb.in ) for the same post. 
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Candidates who are facing any problem to log in the website (www.wbhrb.in) 

the same post, are requested to come and meet at the office of WBHRB on 

21.03.2022 from (10:00 am to 4:00 pm) along with copy of the money receipt, 
where applicable and the " 

Application Form" generated while applying 
previously during 28.01.2021 to O6.02.2021 (Before 8 PM) 

Sd/ 

Secretary & Controller of the Examinations 
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